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Several results on rectangular products in the sense of B.A. Pasynkov will be obtained, one of 
which asserts that for a Tychonoff space X, X x I/ is rectangular for any space Y iff X is locally 
compact and paracompact. 
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rectangular product Tychonoff unctor 
topological completion M-space P-space. 
1. Introduction 
this paper a space shall mean topological space. dim X 
the covering of a X defined Morita [8], coincides 
with usual KatilStov-Smirnov [ 1,181 case X a Tychonoff As 
for product theorem covering dimension 
CH and later 
by T. Przymusiiiski [151 without CH. In [9] Morita has proved a theorem that if X is a 
paracompact Hausdorff space which is a countable union of locally compact closed 
subspalces then the inequality (*) holds for any space Y. 
On the other hand, B.A. Pasynkov [14] announced an interesting theorem by 
introducing the notion of rectangular products; a product space X x Y is called 
rectan,gular if every finite normal open cover of X x Y is refined by a a-locally finite 
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open cover of X x Y which consists of rectangle products of cozero-sets of X and Y. 
Then his theorem asserts that if X x Y is a rectangular product of Tychonoff spaces, 
then the inequality (*) holds. However by the following Theorem 1 this theorem of 
Pasynkov can be improved to the case of Theorem 2. 
Thesresm 1. A product space XX Y is rectangular iff 7(X x Y) = r(X) x r(Y) and 
r(X) x r(Y) is rectangular, where T is the Tychonoff functor (cf. [S]). 
Theorem1 2. If a product space X x Y is rectangular, then 
dim(X x Y) G dim X + dim Y. 
Pasynkov [14] mentioned also several conditions under which product spaces are 
rectangular. Thus, in view of Theorem 2, the problem whether the product space in 
the theorem of Morita mentioned above is rectangular or not arises naturally. The 
following Theorem 3 characterizes Tychonoff spaces whose product with any space is 
rectangular and solves this problem negatively. 
Theoreim 3. For a Tychonoff space X the following are equivalent. 
(a) X is locally compact and paracompact. 
(b) A: x Y is rectangular for any Tychonoff space Y 
(c) X X Y is rectangular for any space Y 
Our proof of Theorem 3 is based on the following Theorems 4 and 5. 
Theorem 4. A product space X x Y of Tychonoff spaces is rectangular iff g (X x Y) = 
JJ (X) x JL ( Y) artd p(X) k lo ( Y) is rectangular, where g(X) denotes the completion of 
a Tychonoff space X with respect to its finest uniformity (cf. [6]). 
Theorem 5, For a TJxhonoff space X if X X Y is rectangular for any paracompact 
Hhusdwf space Y, then XX Y is paracompact for any paracompact Hausdog 
space Y. 
Theorem 5 may be of some interest in itself because any relation is still unknown 
between paracompactness and rc Jtangularity of the product of two paracompact 
Hausdorff spaces. In case X is :*ln M-space we have the following converse of 
Theorem 5. 
Theorlem 6. Let X be a Tychonofl M-space, Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) X is paracompact and is a countable union of locally compact closed 
subspaces. 
(bj X x Y is rectangular for any paracompact Hausdorff space Y 
(c) X X Y is paracompact for any paracompact Hausdo$space Y 
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2. Proofs of Theorems f and 2 
First we shall prove the following lemma which will be useful in this paper. By a . 
cozero-set rectangle we mean a set of the form U x V, where U and V are 
cozero-sets in X and Y respectively. 
Lemma 1. For spaces X and Y the following are equivalent. 
(a) X X Y is rectangular. 
(b) Every locally finite cozero-set cover of X x Y is refined by a a4oeally finite cover . 
of X X Y consisting of cozero-set rectangles. 
(c) Every cozero-set of X x Y is a o&ally finite union of cozero-set rectxzngles. 
Proof. Since the implications (c)+(b) and (b) + (a) are obvious, we shall prove 
(a) + (c). Suppose (a) and let G be a cozero-set of X x Y. Then there exist zero-sets fi
and cozero-sets Hi, i EN of X X Y such that G = Ui Fi and Fi c Hi c Fi+l. By (a) 
each binary cozero-set cover {X x Y - Fi, Hi} of X X Y is refined by a a-locally finite 
cover Wi of X X Y of cozero-set rectangles. Let us put 
Wr={Wl WC‘& WnfiZ0, iEN}. 
Then W is a o-loc,ally finite collection of cozero-set rectangles, and we have 
G = U{ W 1 W E v. This completes the proof. 
Let 7 be the Tychonoff functor defined in Morita i6], which is the reflector from the 
category (TOP) of topological spaces and continuous maps into its full subcategory of 
Tychonoff spaces; that is 
Lemma 2. Any continuous map f from a space X into a Tychonoff space R is factored 
through T(X) such that f = go@x for some continuous map g: r(X) + R, and g is 
determined uniquely by f, where @x :X + T(X) is the natural transformation from the 
identity functor of (TOP) to 7. 
Let us note that for a cozero-set G of a space X @x(G) is also a cozero-set of 7(X) 
and we have G = @;;‘@x(G). Let h : 7(X x Y) + r(X) x T(Y) be the continuous map 
determined by 
@Jl(x@y:xx Y-+7(X)x7(Y) 
such that @x x & = h oQpxxy. Since & and & are surfective, h is also surjective. 
In case h is a homeomorphism, let us write 7(X x Y) = T(X) x 7(Y),, Then we have 
the following lemma. Its proof is straightforward, and so lefa to the reader. 
Lemma 3. 7(X x Y) = 7(X) x T(Y) ijrevery cozero-set of X >r: Y is a union of cozero- 
set rectangles of X X Y. 
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A collection 9 of subsets of a space X is called uniformly locally finite if there is a 
normal open cover % of X such that each membe:. of % intersects o&y a finite 
number of members in fllO]. 
Lemma 4. For a collection 9 = {Fa 1 a E 0) of subsets of a space X the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) 9 is uniformly locally finite. 
(b) There exist a metric space T and a continuous map f:X+ T such that 
( f (Fa) 1 a E 0) is locally finite. 
(c) There exist locally finite collections (G, 1 a E 0) of cozero-sets and {Ea 1 ar E 0) of 
zero-sets of X such that F. ‘c Ear c G,, a! E 0. 
(4 {@x(Fa)la ~a) is uniformly locally finite. 
Proof. Equivalences (a) Cu, (b) e(c) are proved in [lo]. (d) -+ (a) is obvious and 
(b) + (d) is proved by Lemma 2. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that X x Y is rectangular. Then by Lemmas 1 and 3 
we have 7(X x Y) = 7(X) x7(Y). Let G be a cozero-set of 7(X) x 7(Y). Then 
(@x x &)-l(G) is a cozero-set of X x Y, and by the assumption and Lemma 1, we 
have 
(@x X &)-l(G) = U {Hia X & 1 LY E Oi, i E N) 
for some locally finite collections {Hia x Kia 1 a E d2i) of cozero-set rectangles, i E N. 
Siixe each Hia is a cozero-set, there are increasing sequences ofzero-sets Eiak and of 
cozero-sets Uiak;, k E N, of X such that Hia = Uk Uiak and Uiak c Eiak c Hia. 
Similarly choose increasing sequences of zero-sets & and of cozero-sets Viak, 
k e N, of Y SO that i&a = Uk &k and I& c Fisk c &. Since by condition (c) of 
Lemma 4 { Uiak x V&k 1 a E f&i) is uniformly locally finite in X X Y and 7(X X Y) = 
r(X) x T(Y), by applying Lemma 4 again, we see that 
is ;Ei uniformly locally 
k e N, and we have 
finite collecdon of cozero-set rectangles of 7(X) X 7(Y) for 
Hence T(X) x 7(Y) is rectangular by Lemma 1. This proves the “only if” part. Since 
the “if” part is obvious, the proof sof Theorem 1 is completed. 
raof of eorem 2. Suppose that X x Y is rectangular. Then by Theorem 1 
7(X x Y) = 7(X) x 7(Y) and r(X) x 7(Y) is rectangular. Since dim X = dim r(X) for 
any space X by Morita [8, Lemma 1.21, Pasynkov’s theorem mentioned in the 
introduction yields our Theorem 2, 
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3. Proof of Theorem 4 
Let X be a Tychonoff space. As in [6] +L(X) denotes the completion of X with 
respect o its finest uniformity, which we call the topological completion of X We 
note that for any normal open cover % of X%* = {U* 1 U E %} is also a normal open 
cover of p(X), where U* = N(X) - Cl,&X - U), and for any cozero-set G of X 
G* is a cozero-set of p(X). 
1,emma 5. Let Xbe a space and Y a Tychonoff space. Let wbe a normal open cover of 
X x Y consisting of rectangle products of open sets. Then W* = ( W* 1 W E WI covers 
,X x u( Y), where 
w*=Xx~(Y)-cl*xp(y,(xx Y-W)* 
Proof. Let W = { Wh 1 h E A} and let Wh = U* x VA with open sets UA and VA in X 
and Y respectively. Then we note that W,” = Uh x V,“. Let (x, y) be any point of 
X X F(Y). Since W is normal, “y; = {VA 1 x e U*, A E A} is a normal open cover of Y. 
Hence Vz covers JL( Yj. Choose any V,” of ‘V’z containing y, then (x, y) E UA x V,” = 
W,“, which completes the proof. 
Lamma 6. Let Xand Y be us in Lemma 5 and assume that X x Y is rectangular. Let 
{~!a 1  E 0) b e a uniformly locally finite collection of zero-sets of X x Y. Then 
{CkxN~&~ 1 a E 0) is locally finite in X x p( Y). 
Proof. By Lemma 4 there exists a locally finite collection {Ga 1 Q! E 0) of cozero-sets 
of X x Y such that Fa c G, for cy E n. Let 2 be the intersection of all the binary 
covers {X x Y - Fa, G,}, Q’ E a. Then R is a locally finite cozero-set cover [ 1 I]. Since 
X x Y is rectangular, by Lemmas 1 and 5 F is an open cover of X x p ( Y). Let H be 
any member or Z’. Then H can be written as 
for finite subset d of 0. Hence if H* n Cl x~~~~O& Z 0, then H n F, # 0 and so we 
have a! E A. This means that {Cl xxcc~y~F~ 1 cy E 42) is locally finite in X ?( p( Y). This 
completes the proof. 
Lemma 7. Let X and Y be as in Lemma 6. Let .& be a normal open cover of X x Y. 
Then there are collections Wi, i E N of corero-set rectangles of X x Y such that IJi Wi 
covers X X Y and refines A, and each w is locally finite in X x u( Y). 
Proof. Since X x Y is rectangular, & is refined by a a-locally finite cover of X x Y of 
cozero-set rectangles by Lemma 1. Then by a similar argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we can choose collections 
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of cozero-set rectangles, 
%i={(EinxfiAIAEAi) 
of zero-set rectangles and 
of cozero-set rectangles of X x Y, i E N such that 
(1) Ui Wri covers X X Y, 
(2) each %i is locally finite and Ui %i refines A, 
(3) UiA X V/A C Eil\ X FiA c Gih X HiA for A E Ai, i E N. 
Since 
UiA x Vz = (& x V;:A)* c Clxx,(dEiA x &) 
and {Cl~~c,(y)(E~ x Fin) 1 A E Ai} is locally finite in X x g(Y) by (2), (3) and 
Lemmas 4 and 5, ‘& i E N have the desired properties. This proves Lemma 7. 
A subspace A of a space X is said to be P-embedded in X if for every normal open 
cover % of A there exists a normal open cover v of X such that v n A = 
(V n Al V e sr) refines % [17]. 
We shall now proceed to the proof of Theorem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 4, Let us assume that X x Y is a rectangular product of 
Tychonoff spaces. Then by Lemma 7 it is easily seen that X x Y is P-embedded in 
X X p(Y). Let % be a locally finite cozero-set cover of X x p(Y). Then there is a 
locally finite cozero-set cover v of X x y(Y) such that p = {Clxx~cyjV 1 V E ‘Y} 
refines %. By the assumption and Lemma 7, we can take wi, i E N as in Lemma 7 for 
v n (X X Y). Then Ui * is a a-locally finite cover of X X p(Y) consisting of 
cozero-set rectangles. Since {Cl xxM(yj W* I W E lJi w/;,} refines p, Ui * refines %. 
Hence X x p(Y) is rectangular. Now a lying the same argument as above to 
X x p(Y) again, we see that X x ,u( Y) is P-embedded in p(X) x pl (Y) and 
p(X) x p(Y) is rectangular. Since X x Y is P-embedded in X x p( Y), X x Y is 
P-embedded in p(X) x p(Y). Therefore we have &X x Y) =:= F(X) x p(Y) (cf. 
[6]). Thus, the “only if” part is proved. since “if” part is obvious, the proof of 
Theorem 4 is now completed. 
For normal product spaces the notion of rectangular products precisely coincides 
with the notion of F-products in the Sense of J. Nagata [12]. He proved that the 
product of two paracompact M-spaces u an F-product [ 12, Proposition 11. In case X 
and Y are M-spaces, Theorem 4 can be reformulated as follows. 
eorem 7. Let X and Y be Tychorzoff M-spaces. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) X X Y is rectangular. 
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(c) If K (resp. L) is an y countably compact closed set of X (resp. Y), then K x L is 
relatively pseudocompacr, that is, every real valued continuous function of X x Y is 
bounded on K x L. 
Proof. Since fi (X) and ,a( Y) are paracompact M-spaces by Morita [6, Theorem 
3.21, p(X) x F(Y) is rectangular by the above result of Nagata. Hence by Theorem 
4 we have (a) e (b). The equivalence (b) e (c) is due to R. Pupier [16], which 
extends a result of Morita [6, Theorem 5.21 where (b) e (c) is proved in case X x Y 
is an M-space. 
Remark. In general the equality JL (X x Y) = p(X) x p ( Y) and rectangularity of 
p(X) X p(Y) are independent. Let S2 be the square of Sorgenfrey line S; then it is 
announced in [ 141 that V. Zolotarev proved the non-rectangularity of S2. Indeed, 
{(x, y) 1 x + y 3 1) is an open and closed set of S2, which is not a a-locally finite union 
of cozero-set rectangles. In this case p(S2) = p(S) x p(S) = S2. As another such 
example we can mention the product space X2 of the Lindelijf space X construct- 
ed in [lS]; this example shows that the product of spaces is not always rectangular 
even in case it is normal. On the other hand let X = p(N) -{p} and Y = N u {p}, 
where p E@(N)-N. Then p(X) XP( Y) = p(X) x Y, which is rectangular. But 
Y(XX Y)#lu(X)XL1(Y) (cf. PI). 
4. Proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 
First we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. A Tychonoff space X is paracompact iff X x Y is rectangular for any 
Hausdoflspace Y with at most one non-isolated point. 
Proof. Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space. Let Y be a Hausdorff space with at 
most one non-isolated point. Thel: such a space Y is paracompact and X x Y is 
paracompact. Indeed, it is easily seen that every open cover of X x Y admits a 
locally finite open refinement consisting of cozero-set rectangles. Hence in particular 
X x Y is rectangular. This proves the “only if” part. To prove the “if” part, suppose 
that X satisfies the assumption and let % be any open cover of X. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that 99 has no finite subcover. Since X is Tychonoff, we can 
take suitable collections % = {& 1 h E A} of cozero-sets, % = {Ei, IA E A} of zero- 
sets and Z = {H, IA E A} of open sets of X such that 
(4) HA c EA c & ,k E A, 
(5) ZV covers X and % refines 9% 
Let r be the set of all non-empty finite subsets of A, and for y E I’ let us put 
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Tlhen VI is a cozero-set and F,, a zero-set of X with F,, c Vv. Let p be any point not 
contained in r Let Y denote the set r u {p} and topologize Y as follows; for any 
y E r(r) is open. Let us put WV = {y’ 1 F,n 3 F,} u {p}, and let {WV 1 y E r) be the nbd 
basis at p. Then Y is a Hausdorff space with at most one non-isolated point. 
Since(E&x Wrr,)n((X-F,)x{y})=BforhEA andrEf,{(X-FJx(y)jyEr) 
is a discrete collection of cozero-sets of XX Y. Hence by [ 11, Lemma 2.31 
U{(X- Vy)X{YIIYEI*) is a zero-set of XX Y. Let us put 
c=xx Y-U{(X-Vy)x{y}lydJ. 
Then C is a cozero-set of X x Y and we have 
(6) Xx{pP=C. 
Since X x Y is rectangular by the assumption, by Lemma 1 there exist 
collections {Ai, X Bia I Q! E In,}, i E N of cozero-set rectangles uch that 
locally finite 
Let us put 
Then & is a a-locally finite collection of cozero-sets and covers X by (6). Let Aia be 
any set of &. Since p E Bia, WV c Bia for some y E 0. Therefore we have 
which means that Se refines { Vv 1 y E f’). Hence by Morita [3, Corollary 1.31 Q- is a 
normal open cover, and so is 3. Thus, X is paracompact. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 8. 
Theorem 8 leads the proof of Theorem 5. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let a TychonoK spece X satisfy the assumption of the theorem. 
Let Y be a paracompact Hausdorff space. To prove that X x Y is paracompact, let 2 
‘be any Hausdorff space with at most one non-isolated point. Let 0 be a cozero-set of 
(X x Y) x 2, the product space X x Y and 2. Let us regard G as a cozero-set of 
X x (Y x 2). Since Y x 2 is paraconpact Hausdorff, by the assumption we have 
G=U{UhX Vi,JaERi,iEN) 
for some locally finite collections wi = -( Uia x Via I a E l2i}, i E N of cozero-set 
rectangles, where &a and Via are cozero-sets of X and Y x 2 respectively. Since by 
Theorem 8 Y X 2 is rectangular, each Via can be written as 
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with some locally finite collections {KiajA X LiajA 1 A E Ai+}, j E N of eozero-set 
rectangles of ‘Y X 2. Let us put 
Then %$j is locally finite in X x Y x 2, and we have 
G=U(‘iVIWEwij;i,jEN}. 
This shows by Lemma 1 that (X x Y) x Z is rectangular. Thus, by Theorem 8 the 
product space X x Y is paracompact, which completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
Proof of Theorem 6. (b) -) (c) follows from Theorem 5. In [4, Theorem 1] Morita 
proved that if X is paracompact Hausdoti space which is a countable union of locally 
compact closed subspaces then X x Y is paracompact for any paracompact Haus- 
dorff space Y. His proof, however, essentially shows that X x Y is rectangular. 
Hence (a) * (b). In case X is an M-space the converse of the above result of Morita is 
shown to be true [4, Theorem 21. Hence (c) -+ (a). 
Remark. The implication (b) --, (a) in Theorem 6 does not hold in general unless X is 
an M-space. Indeed, let S be the space {(Y la cot} with the topology below; for 
CY < o1 (ar} is open and nbds of w1 are those in the usual order topology. Then S is not 
an N-space, and satisfies (b) by Theorem 8 but not (a). We also note, concerning 
Theorems 6 and 8, the following: Let X be a C-scattered paracompact Hausdorff 
space (Telgarsky [20]); then a modified proof of [20, Theorem 2.31 shows that X X Y 
is rectanguiar for any paracompact Hausdorff space Y. Note that the space S above is 
C-scattered and the space of rationals satisfies (a) in Theorem 6 but is not C- 
scattered. 
5. Proof of Theorem 3 
Let X be a locally compact paracompact Hausdorff space. Then in [7, Theorem l] it 
is essential y proved that X x Y is rectangular for any space Y. Hence we have 
(al-, ( 2 . (d-, 09 is obvious. If X satisfies (b), then by Theorem 4 p(X :K Y) = 
p(X) X p( Y) for any Tychonoff space Y. Hence by H. Ohta [ 131 X is locally 
compact. On the other hand, by Theorem 5 X is paracompact. Thus (b) + (a) hoolds, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
For the case of X not being Tychonoff, in view of ‘??heorem 1, we have the 
following 
Theorem 3’. For a space X the following are equivalent. 
(a) 7(X) is locally compact and paracompact, and r(X x Y) = T(X) X T( Y) Jfor any 
space YC 
(b) X x Y is rectangular for any space Y. 
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6. A criterion for rectanguhu products 
As another case or rectangular product we shall establish the following theorem. 
Here spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. 
Theorem 9. Let be a 
Theorem 10. Let X and Y be spaces. If there exists a perfect map f from Y onto a metric 
space T such that X x T is normal, then X x Y is rectangular. 
Froof. Since Y is Tychonoff, Y can be embedded as a closed subspace into T X p( Y) 
by embedding h : Y + T x fl( Y) defined by h (y ) = (f (y ), y ) for y E Y. Let 9 be a finite 
cozero-set cover of X x Y. Since by M. Starbird [19, Theorem 4.31 X x h(Y) is 
C*‘-embedded in X x T x fl( Y), there exists a finite cozero-set cover Z of X x 7’ x 
p(Y) such that %n(Xxh(Y)) refines (~J+~)(%Q={(~JI+~)(G)IGE~}. By [8, 
Theorem 2.51 there exist a locally finite cozero-set cover % = {& Ih E A} of X x T 
and a collection (yl 1 A E A} of finite cozero-set covers of B(Y) such that {U* x 
V 1 V E VA, A E A} refines %E Here we may assume that T is not discrete, because if T 
is discrete then Y is locally compact and paracompact and X x Y is rectangular by 
Theorem 3. Then by [19, Theorem 3.1*] X x T is countably paracompact and 
normal. Hence as is essentially proved in [S], tflere exists a a-locally finite cover 
& = {K, x L, 1 a E 0) of X x T of cozero-set rectangles which refines %. Let cu E Jt 
and choose A (CW) E A so that K, x L, c Uh(a). Let US put 
Then it is easy to see that %V is a o-locally finite cover of XX Y of cozero-set 
rectangles ;and refines %. Thus XX Y is rectangular. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 10. 
As a corollary to Theorem 10 we h.ave 
Corollary 1. Let X be a normal spc ?ze and Y a space. If there exist a quasi-perfect map f 
from Xonto a space 2 and a perfect& vaap g from Yonto a metric space Tsuch that 2 X T 
is normal, then X x Y is rectangular. 
Proof. We may assu.me that T is nondiscrete. Then by 119, Theorem 3.1*] Z x T is 
countably paracompact. Since fx 1 T: X x T + 2 x T is quasiyperfect, X x T is 
countably paracompact. Hence by Morita (for the proof, see [22]) XX T is normal. 
Thus by Theorem 10 X x Y is rectangular. 
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Corollary 2 (Pasynkov [M]). Let X be a normal space and Y a paracompact M-space. 
If there exists a perfect map from X onto a space Z such that Z x Y is norma! and 
countably paracompa& then X x Y is rectangular. 
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